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The purpose of this research was to determine whether message focus, either intrinsic or extrinsic, had an impact on motivations to

donate, and whether this mitigates the effects of a reward. We tested this by manipulating the messages given to students to persuade

them to participate in a food drive. We found that intrinsically focused messages decreased participants’ extrinsic motivation and

somewhat mitigated the effects of a reward. The results for the extrinsically focused messages were less clear and may have been

compromised by changing economic conditions during the study. A follow-up study is planned to overcome this limitation.
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recycling would be an important antecedent of recycling behavior. Together, these themes provide an explanation of the low level of
recycling at this university, but they also suggest ways in which recycling might be increased via social marketing efforts.

Current Status and Expected Contributions
Currently I am engaging with campus groups in the action planning stage, in which we will use our shared understanding of the

problematic situation to develop social marketing campaigns aimed at increasing recycling at the university. These efforts will focus on
creating the behavioral antecedents identified by Ajzen (1991) and Schwartz (1977). Furthermore, longitudinal measures of these
antecedents will provide evidence of their relationship to recycling behavior. Once complete, I anticipate that this research will not only
increase recycling in the focal organization, but it will also provide important insights into the process by which recycling behavior can
be initiated and increased over time.
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It is a common practice for nonprofit organizations to send marketing communications to potential donors that have either
intrinsically or extrinsically focused messages. Communications with intrinsically focused messages may emphasize the organization’s
need, the positive outcomes that the donation will have for the organization and its constituents, and the satisfaction that the donor will
feel from having helped the organization. Extrinsically focused messages may emphasize the extrinsic rewards or benefits that the donor
will receive in exchange for his or her donation, such as invitations to special events, tangible rewards, or social recognition. The purpose
of this research was to determine whether message focus, either intrinsic or extrinsic, had an impact on donors’ motivation to donate.

Research on motivation has repeatedly found that extrinsic rewards can decrease an individual’s intrinsic motivation to engage in
a behavior (Deci and Ryan 1985; Harackiewicz, Manderlink, and Sansone 1984; Harackiewicz and Sansone 2000; Lepper, Greene, and
Nisbett 1973). This overjustification effect suggests that when individuals experience both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for a behavior,
the behavior is overjustified and the individual attributes the behavior to the extrinsic reward  (Deci and Ryan 1985). This results in a drop
in intrinsic motivation after the receipt of the rewards. Non-marketing messages have been found to reverse the effects of extrinsic rewards
on intrinsic motivations by making intrinsic motivations more salient (Fazio 1981). We believe that the benefits stressed in marketing
communications, either intrinsic or extrinsic, will have an impact on motivations to donate that may mitigate the effects of offering a reward
for the donation.

An experiment was used to investigate this phenomenon. Three groups of undergraduate students, at three different locations,
received different communications messages asking them to participate in a food drive. Messages were delivered verbally by their
instructor and through a series of three e-mail messages. One group received intrinsically focused messages, one group received
extrinsically focused messages and the third group acted as a control and received no messages, only basic information about the food
drive. The intrinsically focused messages emphasized the help that the students would provide for families in need, and the extrinsically
focused messages emphasized a promised reward of a pizza party to the students if they reach a predetermined goal for the food drive.
While only the extrinsic messages condition emphasized the pizza party, all of the groups were promised and received a pizza party at
the conclusion of the food drive if they met a set goal.

Under the cover of a research project on donations being conducted by a friend of the instructor, participants’ intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations to participate in the food drive were measured three times: once prior to the receipt of any messages, once after the message
manipulation, and once after the pizza party. Motivations were measured using two multi-item scales measured on a 1-7 scale with
endpoints “strongly agree” and “strongly disagree.” Students received extra credit for participating in the research.

A total of 142 students participated in the study: 60 in the intrinsic condition; 54 in the extrinsic condition and 26 in the control group.
The items designed to measure motivation were factor analyzed across all three groups. Four items for intrinsic motivation and four items
for extrinsic motivation were retained. Factor loadings for the items ranged from .73 to .94, and α=.94 for the intrinsic motivation items
and α=.88 for the extrinsic motivation items. The four items for each factor were summed resulting in a mean range of 4 to 28. Manipulation
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checks indicated that the instructor for the control group had communicated additional messages, compromising the results. Therefore,
the control group was dropped from further analysis.

A repeated measures analysis of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation was conducted using message condition as a between subjects
factor. We expected to observe an increase in intrinsic motivation from t1 to t2 for the group that received intrinsic messages, and not for
the group that received extrinsic messages, and the opposite effect for extrinsic motivation. If the overjustification effect occurred, we
further expected the intrinsic motivation of both groups to drop from t2 to t3, after the receipt of the reward. Our results for the intrinsic
messages group were slightly different but theoretically consistent. From t1 to t2, the intrinsic messages group did not change their intrinsic
motivation, but their extrinsic motivation decreased significantly. From t2 to t3, after the reward was administered, the intrinsic messages
group’s extrinsic motivation increased significantly, consistent with the overjustification effect. However, this increase returned their level
of extrinsic motivation to approximately what it was at t1, suggesting that there may have been some mitigating effect of the messages.

The results for the extrinsic messages group, however, were less clear. From t1 to t2, the extrinsic messages group did not significantly
change their extrinsic motivation, but their intrinsic motivation increased significantly. The most plausible explanations for this counter-
intuitive result was the crash of the economy that took place while the experiment was in progress. The changing economic circumstances,
combined with publicity regarding the needs of local food banks in the area, may have influenced the results. It should also be noted that
both groups exhibited a very high level of intrinsic motivation to start, suggesting that the results may also reflect a ceiling effect. After
the receipt of the reward, however, they experienced the drop in intrinsic motivation associated with the overjustification effect, which
again returned them to approximately the same level of intrinsic motivation that they began with at t1. This again suggests that the messages
may have in some way mitigated the overjustification effect, but not in the intended manner.

In order to overcome these limitations, a second study has been planned and will be conducted in May. The second study involves
university alumni donations. A single instructor will be responsible for the intrinsic and extrinsic message group, mitigating possible
instructor effects. The second study should provide additional insights into the effects of message framing on intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations to donate.
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Real Men Don’t Eat Quiche: Discrepancy Between Automatic and Deliberate Gender-
Expressive Choices in Men

Jim Wilkie, Northwestern University, USA
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Consumers often purchase products to signal desired identities to their self and others (e.g. Belk 1988; Wernerfelt 1990; Berger &
Heath 2007). This paper examined how gender identity considerations affect product choice. What occurs when men and women must
choose between a personally appealing, gender-incongruent item and a less appealing, gender-congruent item? Are there gender
differences in why certain products are chosen?

Much research has displayed that men and women are faced with pressures to conform to standards set forth by gender norms (e.g.
Crocker et al. 1998). Building on research showing that individuals often regulate their impulses in accordance with norms and
expectations when they have sufficient cognitive resources to do so (Shiv, Fedorikhin & Nowlis 2005), we posit that individuals will
similarly regulate their choices of gender-expressive items. That is, we posit that the availability of cognitive resources will increase the
likelihood that individuals choose gender-congruent items that conflict with their automatic preferences.

It is further proposed that men might be more motivated than women to regulate their choices of gender expressive items. This is based
on research which has suggested that women and men might face different motivations to conform to gender norms. For instance, women
might be more motivated to conform to gender norms when occupying traditional male roles, such as management leadership positions,
due to devaluation of women that exhibit “masculine” traits in such roles (Eagly et al. 1992), while men, on the other hand, might be more
motivated to conform to gender norms in attempts to maintain their gender identity, due to heightened psychological consequences of
gender role deviation for men relative to women (e.g. O’Heron & Orlofsky 1990). Our propositions were supported in three experiments.

Experiment 1: Food Choices
Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that resource availability would affect choice patterns for products which could be used to signal

one’s gender identity. Specifically, Experiment 1 examined how gender associations of food items affect the choices of men and women.
 Participants made 16 choices from pairs of food items descriptively listed on a menu. For each pair of items provided, subjects chose

the food option they most preferred. Each pair consisted of a masculine dish and a feminine dish. The gender of the dish was manipulated
through ingredients (e.g. a masculine dish might contain bacon whereas a feminine dish might contain red wine sauce) and food


